
Solutions for the Klein-Glienicke-Rallye 

Questions Answers/solutions 

1. What did visitors need to enter Klein Glienicke during the 

wall period?  
A permit  

2. Which relict of the GDR security systems still towers high 

above the parking lot of the beer hall on the left side? 
A lamppost  

 

3. How many of the Swiss Houses that were built in the 19th 

century in Klein Glienicke are still standing?  
5 

4. Which lettering is written on the front of the house?  KONSUM 

5. How long was the tunnel the two families dug for their 

escape from Klein Glienicke with a shovel for children and a 

spade without a handle?  

19 m 

6. What happened during the roof repairs on May 7th, 1965?   „Republikflucht“ (escape) of 

two roofers 

7. After the wall was build, what did relatives need to look 

after the graves of their families and also to visit the 

cemetery? 

Ein cemetery access card 

8. What was Karl’s sweethearts name? Minna 

9. What biblical quotation underlies Turk's philanthropic 

efforts? 
„Let’s do good and never tire 

of it„  

10. Which „healing profession “did Frau Ulla Linow-Wirth have?  A doctor for dolls 

11. Which (artificial) relic of Prince Carl's "Swiss mountains" can 

still be seen on the right in front of the "modern Swiss 

house"?   

A rock 

 

12. What was the important function of the building at the end 

of the cul-de-sac during the time of the Berlin wall?  
Fire engine house 

13. To which account was the purchase price of the house of 

the Lipman family paid in 1937? 
Reichssicherheitskonto- The 

account of the Deutsche 

Reich  

14. In which country was Fritz Hirschfeld admitted after his 

escape from Nazi Germany?  
The Netherlands 

15. Lillian Harvey was very polyglot. In which languages did she 

shoot her films one after the other in front of the same set?  
German, French, English 

16.  What coup attempt did Hitler associate with the murder of 

General Schleicher and thus justify his violent death?  
Röhm-coup 

17. On which lake does the Adminral Scheer Blick opens the 

view? 
Griebnitzlake 

18. What was the name of the bridge that connected Klein 

Glienicke with Babelsberg over the Teltow Canal until 1945 

and was only destroyed in the last days of the war?  

Enver-Pascha-Bridge 
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